Multiplex PCR: use of heat-stable *Thermus thermophilus* RecA protein to minimize non-specific PCR products
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we report that the inclusion of heat-resistant RecA protein from a thermophilic bacteria, *Thermus thermophilus*, and its cofactor (ATP) in PCR effectively eliminates non-specific PCR products. The effect of RecA protein, which catalyzes pairing between homologous DNA molecules with great fidelity in genetic recombination, is due to its promotion of precise priming in PCR (i.e. priming at sites where the primer sequence is completely complementary to that of the target sequence). In addition, the RecA protein substantially reduces the primer concentration required for PCR. These experimental results have led to the realization of multiplex PCR, which involves PCR for multiple sites in the same reaction mixture. We were able to successfully perform multiplex PCR with over a dozen reactions without affecting the amplification pattern of the PCR products.

INTRODUCTION

PCR has been used extensively as a potent tool to amplify specific DNA sequences from genomic DNA. Though its usefulness is widely accepted, several technical problems still remain to be solved. Perhaps, the most significant is the appearance of non-specifically amplified products, which often complicates the analysis of PCR products. To circumvent this, where feasible, appropriate priming sites may be selected whose complementary sequences are least likely to produce illegitimate (non-specific) priming in the DNA molecules. However, the optimized priming sites to reduce non-specific PCR products may not be preferred when particular or exact priming sites are required. Furthermore, in practice, even with the most optimized primer sequences, non-specific PCR products cannot be completely eliminated, particularly in instances where complex whole genomic DNA is used as the template.

We attempted to eliminate non-specific PCR products by employing heat-stable RecA protein. RecA is known to be involved in DNA recombination in prokaryotes by catalyzing the pairing of homologous DNA sequences (1–4). Non-specific PCR products are most likely to be derived from false priming at sites where primers recognize similar but not completely complementary sequences. Thus, we speculated that the presence of RecA protein could greatly stimulate pairing between completely matched primers and targeted sequences; therefore, reduce false priming and lead to the elimination of non-specific PCR products.

Recently, a heat-stable RecA protein from a thermophilic bacteria, *Thermus thermophilus* (*Tth*), has been isolated and fully characterized (5–8). This prompted us to examine whether the presence of RecA in PCR effectively eliminated non-specific PCR products, thus making it possible to amplify the sequences between any sites of interest without needing to consider the optimal priming sites for each PCR. Furthermore, the elimination of non-specific PCR products has the potential to create a means to perform multiplex PCR (PCR for multiple sites in a single test tube), which has not been perfected to date.

In this article we show that the *T.thermophilus* RecA protein effectively eliminates non-specific PCR products. We also report that in the presence of the thermostable RecA protein, multiplex PCR, involving more than one dozen simultaneous PCRs, can be conducted in a single test tube.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression and purification of *Tth*RecA protein

The *T.thermophilus* RecA gene encodes a protein consisting of 263 amino acids. The gene was cloned in an expression vector...
with a T7 promoter (pET3b; Novagen), pET3b-RecA, was overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)/pLysS cells (Novagen). Purification of the RecA protein is carried out as described with a minor modification. The cells were grown to an OD_{600} of 0.5 and were treated with isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside at a final concentration of 1 mM for 4 h. The cells were then harvested, resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 5 mM EDTA, 8.4 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 25% (v/v) sucrose and 1 M KCl, and disrupted by sonication. After removing debris by centrifugation (46,000 g for 90 min), the supernatant was heated for 60 min at 65°C and centrifuged (46,000 g for 15 min) to remove the precipitate. The supernatant was dialyzed against a buffer containing 20 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.5), 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 10% (v/v) glycerol, and then applied to a phosphocellulose (P11 Cellulose; Whatman, Japan) column that had been equilibrated by using the same buffer. The RecA protein was eluted with a linear gradient of KCl (0–1.5 M). Fractions containing the RecA protein, detected by SDS–PAGE, were pooled and dialyzed against a buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1.5 M KCl and 10% (v/v) glycerol. After the addition of equal amounts of glycerol, the sample was stored at −20°C until use. The concentration of the RecA protein was determined using a molar absorption coefficient of 14,600 M^{-1} cm^{-1} at 277 nm.

**RESULTS**

**Effect of RecA protein on PCR-based DNA amplification**

In order to examine whether the presence of RecA protein could minimize false priming and thus reduce non-specific PCR products, we compared the patterns of PCR products obtained in the presence (or absence) of heat-stable TthRecA. As shown in Figure 1, the presence of TthRecA with its cofactor, ATP in PCR essentially eliminated the appearance of non-specific PCR products for seven randomly selected sites in human genomic DNA (Figure 1d). Unhydrolyzable ATP analogs such as ATP-γ-S did not substitute for ATP (Figure 1e). The requirement of ATP strongly suggests that the effect of TthRecA is associated with the enzymatic activity of the protein (Discussion). To further validate the effect of the RecA protein, three regions (Figure 2a, 567 bp; Figure 2b, 577 bp; Figure 2c, 1346 bp) in human genomic DNA were equally subdivided into nine 567 bp segments and 1346 bp segments, respectively (each designated a-1 through a-9, b-1 through b-9 and c-1 through c-9, Figure 2a–c). Using primers (20 bp) complementary to the terminal sequence of each subdivided segment, PCR was performed in the presence of TthRecA. As shown in the figure, the presence of TthRecA eliminated non-specific PCR products in most of the 27 PCR sites examined, as evidenced by the greatly simplified patterns of the amplified products.

In online Supplementary Figure S1, we show the results of amplification in which, nine targets of human genes were amplified. It is quite clear that all the products ranging from 300 to 1350 bp were almost equally amplified with much less non-specific PCR products compared to the ones without the TthRecA protein.

**PCR with primers carrying mismatched bases**

We investigated whether the effect of TthRecA on reducing non-specific PCR products was due to the activity associated with RecA catalyzing the pairing of homologous DNA sequences. To examine this, PCR was performed with three different sets of primers (Figure 3a–c) in which one to three bases (among 20 bases) that mismatched the sequence of the priming sites were introduced in one of the primers. In the presence of TthRecA, the amount of amplified PCR products decreased drastically when PCR primers with more than two mismatched bases were employed (Figure 3a–c, right panels).

Taken together, we conclude that through stimulating legitimate pairing (i.e. pairing between primers and complementary sequence on template DNA) TthRecA greatly increases the
specificity of PCR, eliminating the appearance of most, though not all, non-specific PCR products.

The effect of primer concentration

Since RecA protein enzymatically catalyzes pairing between homologous sequences, we expected that the \textit{Tth}RecA protein-assisted PCR would proceed with much lesser concentration of primers than that required for conventional PCR (without the \textit{Tth}RecA protein). Figure 4 shows that while the amount of PCR products decreased drastically as primer concentration was reduced to one-third in the control experiment (without \textit{Tth}RecA) (Figure 4a–c, left panels), in the presence of \textit{Tth}RecA substantial amounts of PCR products were still obtained even when the primer concentration was reduced to 1/27 of the original concentration (Figure 4a–c, right panels).

The results were further validated by real-time PCR in which the polymerization process was followed as a function of the number of PCR cycles. The results are shown in Figure 5. It is clear that \textit{Tth}RecA greatly stimulates polymerization particularly at low primer concentrations, indicating that in the presence of \textit{Tth}RecA, pairing of primers to complementary sequence occurs with high efficiency, consequently requiring considerably low primer concentrations than conventional PCR.

Multiplex PCR amplification

Encouraged by the elimination of non-specific PCR products and the particularly low concentrations of primer required for PCR in the presence of \textit{Tth}RecA, we examined the effect of the protein in multiplex PCR. Despite its potential as a valuable research technique, multiplex PCR has not been widely used, mainly because of the presence of non-specific PCR products and the requirement for relatively high primer concentrations to satisfy each PCR, which may inhibit the procedure as the number of PCRs increases. We show the results of multiplex PCR for human apoB gene exons ranging from 76 to 374 bp in which up to 14 parallel PCRs corresponding to each exon were conducted in the same reaction mixture. As predicted, in the presence of \textit{Tth}RecA, individual PCRs for each exon (the exons presented in the figure were rearranged according to

![Figure 1. Effect of \textit{T. thermophilus} RecA protein on PCR. PCR with Taq DNA polymerase (ExTaq DNA polymerase plus 'hot start' antibody; Takara-bio) for several randomly selected sequences (300–650 bp) in human genomic DNA was carried out in the absence or in the presence of the \textit{Tth}RecA protein. (a) Control, PCR under the standard conditions described in Materials and Methods. (b) Similar to (a), but with \textit{Tth}RecA protein (0.4 μg per 25 μl reaction mixture). (c) Similar to (a), but with ATP (400 μM). (d) Similar to (a), but with \textit{Tth}RecA protein (0.4 μg per 25 μl reaction mixture) and ATP (300 μM). (e) Similar to (a), but with \textit{Tth}RecA protein (0.4 μg per 25 μl reaction mixture) and ATP-γS (300 μM). The products were electrophoresed and stained with ethidium bromide. Molecular weight markers are indicated on the right-hand side of these panels. The oligonucleotide sequences used for the primers were as follows: \textit{5′-ACAATGGGCCCTCCTCCCCCA-3′} and \textit{5′-CTGAAGACCCAATG-3′} for lane 1 (300 bp); \textit{5′-GCTCATGATGGTGGCAT-3′} and \textit{5′-CCCTATAGCTTCCCCCAT-3′} for lane 2 (319 bp); \textit{5′-GACACCAATGTCG-3′} and \textit{5′-AGCATATACCTTGGC-3′} for lane 3 (360 bp); \textit{5′-AACCTCAACACCTTGCGG-3′} and \textit{5′-TTCACACATC-3′} for lane 4 (400 bp); \textit{5′-AGAACTAGTGATTGG-3′} and \textit{5′-CAGGGAGCTGACCCCATG-3′} for lane 5 (450 bp); \textit{5′-CTGCCTAAGAGATTCGCAATG-3′} and \textit{5′-AGGAAGAACCAACGCAAG-3′} for lane 6 (469 bp); and \textit{5′-ACATTTGTGTGAGGCTCACA-3′} and \textit{5′-TTTTGGCAATCGCCCCTTCT-3′} for lane 7 (650 bp).}
Figure 2. PCR of subdivided genomic sequences. Three regions of human genomic DNA (GenBank accession nos AC006454, AC093734 and X91835, with 5103, 5193 and 12,114 bp, respectively) were subdivided into nine 567, 577 and 1346 bp PCR sites, respectively. PCR was performed for each subdivided site using primer sets (20 bp each) corresponding to the terminal sequence of each site using the Taq DNA polymerase (ExTaq DNA polymerase plus ‘hot start’ antibody; Takara-bio). PCR was carried out in the absence and in the presence of TthRecA protein and ATP. The products were electrophoresed and stained with ethidium bromide. (a) A diagrammatic representation of the subdivided region (5103 bp in GenBank accession no AC006454) (upper panel) and the electrophoretic patterns of the PCR products (lower panel). (b) A diagrammatic representation of the subdivided region (5193 bp in GenBank accession no AC093734) (upper panel) and the electrophoretic patterns of the PCR products (lower panel). (c) A diagrammatic representation of the subdivided region (12,114 bp in GenBank accession no X91835) (upper panel) and the electrophoretic patterns of the PCR products (lower panel). Throughout (a–c), nine subdivided sites for each region are indicated as a-1 to a-9, b-1 to b-9 and c-1 to c-9. Nucleotide (nt) numbers correspond to registries in GenBank. Locations of the specific PCR products are indicated by arrows.
their size, from 76 to 374 bp) show substantial improvement in the specificity of polymerization, which virtually eliminated non-specific PCR products for most of the exons (Figure 6b), compared to those performed without TthRecA (Figure 6a). In Figure 6c, we show the results of multiplex PCR, in which PCR for 8–14 exons of the gene was run in parallel in the presence of TthRecA. The result shows that multiplex PCR for as many as 14 sites can be done without significantly affecting the polymerization pattern of each PCR. Essentially, the same effect of TthRecA was observed in the multiplex PCR with less than eight simultaneous reactions (data not shown). The results demonstrate that by employing the thermostable TthRecA protein multiplex PCR is now possible.

**DISCUSSION**

In conventional PCR, non-specific PCR products are apparently derived from illegitimate (false) pairing of PCR primers with similar, but not identical sequences, which are present in DNA molecules, particularly genomic DNA from higher

---

**Figure 3.** PCR with primers carrying mismatched bases. PCR was performed at two human genomic sites with primers (20 bp), one of which (forward primer) carried one, two or three mismatched bases in the middle of the primer, in the absence (left) or presence (right) of TthRecA protein and ATP using the Taq DNA polymerase (Taq DNA polymerase plus ‘hot start’ antibody). (a) Upper panel: a diagrammatic representation of the location of the PCR site (20 bp between nt 66 562 and nt 66 581 in GenBank accession no AC006454) and of the primers. Lower panel: lanes 1 and 5, PCR products using primers without mismatched bases (primer set a-1); lanes 2 and 6, PCR products using primers (primer set a-2 with one mismatched base at nt 66 566, T to C); lanes 3 and 7, PCR products using primers (primer set a-3 with two mismatched base at nt 66 566 and nt 66 571, both T to C); and lanes 4 and 8, PCR products using primers (primer set a-4 with three mismatched base at nt 66 566 and nt 66 571, T to C and nt 66 571, G to C). The oligonucleotide sequences used for the forward primers (mismatched bases are underlined) are as follows: primer set a-1, 5'-CATGGCACCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set a-2, 5'-CATGGCCACCGCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set a-3, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; and primer set a-4, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'. (b) Upper panel: a diagrammatic representation of the location of the PCR site (20 bp between nt 38 501 and nt 38 520 in GenBank accession no AC0937734) and of the primers. Lower panel: lanes 1 and 5, PCR products using primers without mismatched bases (primer set b-1); lanes 2 and 6, PCR products using primers (primer set b-2 with one mismatched base at nt 38 506, G to A); lanes 3 and 7, PCR products using primers (primer set b-3 with two mismatched base at nt 38 505 and nt 38 510, both G to A); and lanes 4 and 8, PCR products using primers (primer set b-4 with three mismatched base at nt 38 505 and nt 38 510, both G to A); and lanes 4 and 8, PCR products using primers (primer set a-4 with three mismatched base at nt 66 566 and nt 66 571, T to C and nt 66 571, G to C). The oligonucleotide sequences used for the forward primers (mismatched bases are underlined) are as follows: primer set a-1, 5'-CATGGCACCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set a-2, 5'-CATGGCCACCGCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set a-3, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; and primer set a-4, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'. (c) Upper panel: a diagrammatic representation of the location of the PCR site (20 bp between nt 63 957 and nt 63 976 in GenBank accession no AC006454) and of the primers. Lower panel: lanes 1 and 5, PCR products using primers without mismatched bases (primer set c-1); lanes 2 and 6, PCR products using primers (primer set c-2 with one mismatched base at nt 63 961, T to C); lanes 3 and 7, PCR products using primers (primer set c-3 with two mismatched base at nt 63 961 and nt 63 966, A to T and C to T); and lanes 4 and 8, PCR products using primers (primer set c-4 with three mismatched base at nt 63 961 and nt 63 971, G to C). The oligonucleotide sequences used for the forward primers (mismatched bases are underlined) are as follows: primer set c-1, 5'-CATGGCACCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set a-2, 5'-CATGGCCACCGCCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; primer set c-3, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'; and primer set c-4, 5'-CATGGCCAACCCGCTGCTCTGAGAC-3'. The sequences for the backward primers are 5'-TCACCTTCCCAGCCTGAGAC-3' for (a), 5'-AAAAAGCTTTTTCAAAAT-3' and 5'-CTGTAATGTCACGAGCACAT-3' for (b). Nucleotide numbers correspond to registries in GenBank. Locations of the specific PCR products are indicated by arrows.
**Figure 4.** The effect of primer concentration on PCR products. PCR was performed at different concentrations of primers at three human genomic DNA sites [(a) beta globin gene, (b) blue corn gene and (c) beta globin gene] in the absence or in the presence of *Tth* RecA protein (and ATP). Throughout (a–c), PCR products at serially diluted primer concentrations (the original concentration: 0.2 μM each primer set) are shown. Locations of the specific amplification products are indicated by arrows. The oligonucleotide sequences used for the primer sets are 5'-GGCAGCTTTCATGGGCACTG-3' and 5'-GACAGGGCTGGACTGACATT-3' for (a); 5'-CTGCTGAAAGAGATGCGGTG-3' and 5'-AGGAAAACAGCCCAAGGGAC-3' for (b); 5'-CTTTTTGTTCCCCCAGACAC-3' and 5'-GCACTGGCTTAOGAGTTGA-3' for (c).

**Figure 5.** Real-time PCR in the presence of *Tth* RecA protein (and ATP). PCR was carried out in the absence and in the presence of *Tth* RecA protein (and ATP) at different concentrations of primers. We employed three primer concentrations (0.03, 0.06 and 0.12 μM) and followed the appearance of PCR products (measured by the intensity of fluorescence) at each PCR cycle. In the figure, squares, triangles and circles represent primer concentrations of 0.03, 0.06 and 0.12 μM, respectively. Open symbols correspond to the control samples (without *Tth* RecA protein and ATP) and closed symbols correspond to samples that contain *Tth* RecA protein and ATP. The oligonucleotide sequences used for the primers are 5'-ACAATGGGCTCACTCACCCA-3' and 5'-CTAAGACCAATGGATAGCTG-3' (300 bp).
Figure 6. Multiplex PCR. PCR for the 14 exons of the human apoB gene was carried out in the absence (a) or in the presence (b) of TthRecA protein and ATP. All 14 exons of the gene were subjected to PCR. In the figure, the PCR products for each exon are shown after having been rearranged according to the size of each exon, the smallest (exon 1, 82 bp) far left and the largest (exon 25, 374 bp) far right. Throughout (a and b), all samples were amplified with apoB exon primers at the same primer pair concentrations (0.1 μM per pair). (c) Multiplex PCR for exons 8–14 of the apoB gene was performed and the PCR products for each multiplex PCR are shown. The exons subjected to each multiplex PCR are also shown on the top of the figure. Samples were amplified with apoB 8-plex to 14-plex primers at the following primer pair concentrations: lanes 1–4, 0.1 μM per pair; lanes 5–7, 0.05 μM per pairs. Aliquots of 4 μl volume were electrophoresed through 12.5% acrylamide gel in Tris–borate/EDTA buffer, and stained with SYBR Green (SYBR Green I; Novagen). The signals were detected on a Fluoro Imager (Fluoro Imager 595; Molecular Dynamics). Product sizes (82–374 bp) are indicated on the right-hand side of (c).
organisms. In this paper, we have shown that the addition of heat-stable RecA protein from a thermophilic bacteria, *T. thermophilus*, and its cofactor (ATP) (9) to PCR mixtures effectively eliminates non-specific PCR products, thus making it possible to amplify almost any sequence of interest without having to consider the selection of optimal primer sites. Based on this finding, we were able to amplify each exon of a specific gene from a complex genomic DNA sample. We showed that on this finding, we were able to amplify each exon of a specific gene from a complex genomic DNA sample. We showed that on this finding, we were able to amplify each exon of a specific gene from a complex genomic DNA sample. We showed that on this finding, we were able to amplify each exon of a specific gene from a complex genomic DNA sample. We showed that on this finding, we were able to amplify each exon of a specific gene from a complex genomic DNA sample. 

RecA protein and its homologs are believed to play a central role in genetic recombination by catalyzing the pairing of homologous DNA molecules with high fidelity (10–13). In this process, RecA protein first forms a complex with ATP and single-stranded DNA and the complex searches for and pairs with a homologous sequence in the target single-stranded or double-stranded DNA molecules to form an intermolecular double-stranded structure (known as D-loop structure when target DNA is double-stranded in recombination in the cells) (14,15). The structure is subsequently processed by actions of DNA polymerases and other enzymes to complete recombination. It is known that hydrolysis of ATP is required for recycling the pairing process whereas just for the interaction between the two target DNA molecules, ATP can be replaced by unhydrolyzable ATP analogs such as ATP-γS. Since the effect of RecA protein was observed only with ATP, not with ATP-γS, it is most probably the elimination of non-specific PCR products by RecA protein is a result of repeated cycles of pairing DNA sequences between PCR primers and their target DNA molecules, which minimizes mismatches between them (16–19).

Although several groups have reported that DNA-binding proteins such as SSB protein (single-stranded DNA-binding protein) reduces non-specific PCR products (20–23), there are no reports on the application of SSB protein for multiplex PCR. Under the condition we employed here, inclusion of SSB protein either from *E. coli* and *T. thermophilus* in the mixture for PCR neither reduced illegitimate priming nor primer concentrations required for PCR (Supplementary Figure S2).

In this article we also reported the effect of *Thh*RecA in multiplex PCR. Needless to say, the demand for multiplex PCR has been increasing as laboratories want to conduct PCRs with increasingly large quantities of samples and with greater economy. Conventional PCR for the multiple sites has been tried for the analysis of mutation, deletion and polymorphism in genomic DNA (24–26), and quantification of PCR products and RNA (27–30). The problems prohibiting the success of multiplex PCR were not only to ascertain the means to eliminate non-specific PCR products, but also to determine how to reduce primer concentration required for each PCR. As discussed above, *Thh*RecA apparently contributes to solving both these problems. We showed that in the presence of *Thh*RecA, up to 14 exons were amplified in parallel without significantly affecting the patterns of the PCR products. Under the conditions we employed here, we can probably perform as many as 20 PCR runs in a single test tube.

The next challenge lies in developing a procedure to easily characterize each PCR product, without depending on conventional gel electrophoresis. Towards that goal, employing molecularly marked primers, we were able to detect specific PCR products by mass spectrometry after multiplex PCR with *Thh*RecA. As more primers with a variety of molecular markers become available, RecA protein-assisted multiplex PCR should become a very effective tool to amplify and characterize any specific sequence, even when using very complex genomic DNA as the template.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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